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DEMONSTRATING THE HISTORICAL RELIABILITY OF
BIBLE

Setting the Record Straight on the Primeval
Chronology of the Septuagint: A Response to
Cosner and Carter
Editorial Note: This article only appears in an electronic version of the Fall 2018 issue of Bible and Spade, and not in print.
By Henry B. Smith Jr.

Then I came across an explicit quote from William Hales,
which he attributed to Ephraem: “The Jews have subtracted
600 years [in Genesis 5] from the generations of Adam, Seth,
Introduction
etc., in order that their own books might not convict them
In September of 2018, Lita Cosner and Dr. Robert Carter concerning the coming of CHRIST...”5 It seemed that Anstey
of Creation Ministries International wrote a critique of two was either closely paraphrasing Hales’ quotation, or Anstey
articles I published under the auspices of the Genesis 5 and was quoting Ephraem from the same source that Hales had
11 Research Project. 1 Their article, “Is the Septuagint a used 83 years prior. At this stage, I still was collecting
superior text for the Genesis genealogies?”, can be found on information and drew no conclusions.
the CMI website. I recommend that the reader
Later, when doing research on the 2nd century BC Jewish
simultaneously read my exposition and interaction below, historian Eupolemus, I came across an in-depth study by Ben
along with their online posting.
Zion Wacholder,6 an expert on ancient Judaism who wrote
numerous articles on chronology and was a well respected
I. Ephraem of Syria
scholar.7 Wacholder writes:
In my article published in the Answers Research Journal in
August 2017, “Methuselah’s Begetting Age in Genesis 5:25
and the Primeval Chronology of the Septuagint: A Closer
Look at the Textual and Historical Evidence,” I cited
numerous sources from antiquity and the Middle Ages which
claimed that the Jewish rabbis deflated the original primeval
chronology in the Hebrew proto-Masoretic text2 shortly after
the destruction of the Temple in AD 70. 3 For those in the
ancient and medieval world who viewed the Septuagint’s
(LXX) longer primeval chronology as original, this was
probably the most consistent explanation offered for the origin
of the shorter chronology deposited in the Masoretic Text
(MT). Among those sources, I included Ephraem of Syria, a 4 th
century AD Syriac theologian and prolific author. C&C
critique my use of this reference, arguing that the evidence
indicates Ephraem followed the MT’s shorter chronology. I
believe that C&C are correct on this specific point, and that the
use of Ephraem as a reference is, in fact, an error on my part.
For the sake of transparency, I would like to provide a full
accounting of how the mistake transpired.
I found several sources that referenced Ephraem in this
manner. I first discovered a citation in Jeremy Sexton’s article,
“Who was Born When Enosh was 90?,” pointing to Martin
Anstey’s The Romance of Biblical Chronology. Anstey was a
staunch proponent of the MT’s primeval chronology. He
stated that Ephraem accused the Jews of deflating the Hebrew
chronology and concluded, “In this, Ephraem was wrong…”4
I considered Anstey’s reference to Ephraem to be that of a
“hostile witness” as it were. After all, Anstey was not trying
to advance the LXX, but the MT instead. However, this was
not enough to substantiate the claim since Anstey provided
no reference.
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The significant divergence of 1,396 years between the
Hebrew and Greek texts did not escape the notice of the
ancients… Clement of Alexandria, Judas, Julius Africanus,
Hippolytus, and Eusebius, accepted the Septuagint version
as authentic. The problem of explaining the lower numbers
of the Hebrew version moved the Syrian classical author
Ephraem of Nisibis (c. 307–373) and the Monophysite
Bishop of Edessa Jacob (died 708) to charge that the Jews
had altered the Hebrew text to discredit the Christian belief
in the imminent second coming of Jesus.8
Anstey and Hales were coming at the question of the
primeval chronology in the context of conservative Christian
debate, so there was the possibility that Anstey was following
Hales instead of citing Ephraem directly. Even though Hales
provides an explicit quote, there is no citation in his work.
Wacholder provided a completely independent reference to
Ephraem’s claim, and an added resource from 250 years
earlier: Joseph Assemani’s Bibliotheca Orientalis.9 In
particular, footnote 9 of Wacholder (p. 99) indicates that the
citation could be found in “I, 65 f” of that work. Like Hales’
quote, this could hardly be construed as a fabrication on the
part of Wacholder. Because of Wacholder’s independence
from Hales and Anstey, his extensive knowledge of
chronology/Judaism, and his reputation as a good scholar, I
had no reason to doubt his citation.
At this point, I decided to cite the relevant sources and utilize
the quote from Hales. Wacholder’s reference and citation that
Ephraem held this view gave me a reasonable comfort, although
I still had not yet been able to drill all the way to the bottom of
the matter. Nonetheless, with some hesitation, I made the
decision to include the reference to Ephraem.
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Shortly after the ARJ article went to press in August of
2017, Steve Rudd, staff member on the Shiloh Excavations,
wrote to me and expressed his concerns that I may have made
an error. He informed me that he had done a full search of
Ephraem’s works in Logos, and Hales’ quote came up empty.
He also advised me that Ephraem had equated Shem with
Melchizedek, a scenario only compatible with the MT’s postFlood chronology, an important point also made by C&C.
Ephraem used the MT’s numbers in his commentary on
Genesis, also correctly noted and cited by C&C. I had
procured a copy through my local library, but inexplicably
overlooked/missed Ephraem’s discussion. This oversight was a
major blunder on my part, and I am at a loss to explain it. Had
I fully realized there was a conflict between sources, I would
have pulled the Ephraem reference until I could sort it out.
Naturally I wondered how both Hales and Wacholder would
both independently get this matter wrong. I concluded there
were three possible explanations: 1. The quote from Hales and
Wacholder’s statement and citation of Assemani were cases of
mistaken identity. Ephraem was a prolific author, and other
works have been incorrectly attributed to him as well. 10 2. The
citations referred to a work by Ephraem that had not yet been
translated into English. 3. Ephraem changed his views on the
subject over time, and the quote was legitimately his.
It turns out that that the statement taken from Assemani was
a case of mistaken identity. I subsequently discovered that the
reasons for this are quite complicated. Bibliotheca Orientalis is
a 4000-page encyclopedia of early Syriac Christian literature.
Joseph and his brother Stephen Assemani (or Assemanus) also
catalogued hundreds of Syriac manuscripts archived in the
Vatican. Two Syriac manuscripts transcribed and translated
into Latin by the Assemani brothers have a bearing on our
discussion. Romeny explains:
Whoever wishes to study Ephrem’s exegesis of Genesis is
confronted with the fact that two different commentaries
have been attributed to him: those of Vat. sir. 103 and 110.
And these texts are not only different in style, they
sometimes also say completely different things. As early as
in the eighteenth century, Assemani remarked that Vat. sir.
110 identified Melchizedek with S[h]em, whereas 103
called him a Canaanite. It is clear that in recent research, the
text of the sixth-century manuscript Vat. sir. 110 has been
considered to have better credentials.11

As it turns out, portions of manuscript 103 were written by
the Syriac monk, Severus. He wrote a selective commentary
(ca. AD 861), drawing on and quoting both Ephraem and
another Syriac theologian, Jacob of Edessa. Jacob’s complete
Commentary on the Octateuch is included in the manuscript.
However, when one looks at the top of pages 65 and 66 of
Bibliotheca Orientalis, the heading reads: “S. Ephraem Syrus.”
Apparently both Hales and Wacholder incorrectly attributed
sections of the Syriac text from Jacob’s writings to Ephraem.
As Romeny notes above, the superiority of MSS 110 has only
been recently affirmed by scholars. Dirk Kruisheer discusses
the complex problems in more detail, including other instances
where other statements were incorrectly attributed to
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Ephraem.12 Thus, the relevant Syriac text and Latin
translations on pages 65 and 66 of Bibliotheca Orientalis are
the words of Jacob of Edessa, not Ephraem. (I will discuss
Jacob further below, and we will see how my error turned out
to be a blessing in disguise).
Obviously, I have not referenced Ephraem since the ARJ
article. My goal was to write a “retraction” of the Ephraem
reference in one of my online updates once I was able to
get to the bottom of the problem. This article provides me
an opportunity to do so now. So, that is the full story on
my use of Ephraem, and I apologize to the present reader
and to those following the Genesis 5 and 11 Research Project
for my mistake.
With all of this being said, this particular error has no
significant bearing on the overall argument I have made in
multiple publications. The argument for the superiority of
the LXX’s numbers is based on a large matrix of evidence:
textual, historical, external, and internal. The fact that
numerous authors in the ancient and medieval world argued
that the Jewish rabbis in Israel deflated the proto–MT’s
primeval chronology after the destruction of the Temple
still stands.

II. Analysis and Discussion
1. The Rabbinic Deflation of the MT’s Primeval
Chronology
After their critique of my Ephraem citation, C&C write:
“The situation doesn’t get any better when we try to verify
what Smith said in the second half of this one sentence.”
They then quote pages 169 and 171 from my ARJ article,
where I document that Eusebius, Julian of Toledo, Jacob of
Edessa, George Syncellus and Bar Hebraeus all claimed
that the Jewish rabbis were responsible for the deflation of
the primeval chronology reflected in the present-day
Masoretic Text.
Eusebius (ca. AD 310) argued that the LXX should be
followed (in part) because it “was translated from old and
accurate Hebrew copies.”13 Conversely, the MT’s timeline was
deflated, and Eusebius states: “Therefore we suspect that this
was something which the Jews did.” C&C acknowledge
Eusebius’ claim, but then dismiss its evidential significance
out of hand. Here, we have an ancient historian providing us
with a very important piece of data, one which points to those
who may be responsible for the origin of the shorter primeval
chronology deposited in the MT.
This data can be evaluated in various ways. It can be
weighed against other competing theories that attempt to
explain the deliberate and systematic changes in the textual
witnesses of Gen 5 and 11. A researcher can also search for
corroboration from other ancient and medieval sources. In
other words, do other authors in different times and different
places report a similar explanation for the origin of the MT’s
timeline? And this data can be used (in part) to test and
evaluate any theory that attempts to explain the deliberate text
critical divergences between the three textual witnesses and
reconstruct the original text. In other words, it does not stand
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alone, but can be evaluated for its veracity when all of the
relevant evidence is weighed and considered.
C&C dismiss Eusebius and other sources making similar
statements by creating an arbitrary and illogical evidential
standard. At the end of their article, they set forth the
requirement that there must be “evidence of an early 2 nd
century AD Palestinian Jewish gathering that would have had
sufficient authority to change the Hebrew manuscripts and had
the power to disseminate them widely.”
Presumably, C&C are referring to the oft disputed Council
of Jamnia, or a similar gathering. But even if we had solid
evidence that Jamnia or another comparable council actually
took place, would we really expect to find explicit evidence
from that meeting(s) that the rabbis deflated the chronology?
Of course not. Beyond the problems of such written evidence
surviving over 1900+ years, the Pharisaic rabbis
participating in such a meeting to perpetrate an outrageous
fraud upon the sacred text would not leave behind written
documentation of it. The whole point would have been to
conceal what they were doing from both the ascending Jesus
movement and their own religious community. To expect us
to find direct, documented evidence from a formal meeting
of this sort is illogical.
More importantly, a formal, documented meeting was not
necessary for the rabbis to carry out their deflation scheme.
There was a limited circle of rabbinic authority in Israel in the
aftermath of the Temple’s destruction, one which eventually
centered around Rabbi Akiba (ca. AD 50-132)14 and number
of other prominent rabbis. They could have easily conspired
together and have left behind no trace of their conspiracy
proper and any meeting(s) associated with it.
Moreover, the rabbis did indeed have adequate authority
and control over the limited number of Hebrew manuscripts
that had survived the destruction of the Temple. They did not
require a formal meeting to obtain or receive such authority
since they already possessed it. The dominant Hebrew text that
emerged from the aftermath of AD 70 (the proto–MT) was
solely in the hands of the only sect that had survived, the
Pharisaic rabbis. This is an indisputable historical fact:
…after 70 CE only [MT] was left in Jewish hands. [The old
LXX] no longer exerted any influence in Jewish circles
since it was now in Christian hands, [SP] was with the
Samaritan community, and the Qumran scrolls were hidden
in caves. Other scrolls may have been circulating in
Palestine, the likes of those that were imported to Qumran.
However, we do not hear about such scrolls, probably
because there was no organized community left in Palestine
that would use texts like 4QJerb,d or 4QJosha, which
deviate greatly from [MT]…the evidence after 70 CE is
monolithically rabbinic.15
Rabbi Akiba had the authority and power to order the
removal of older biblical manuscripts (MSS) and institute the
use of new ones, and he could deem Hebrew texts in the
Temple Court to be unfit for public reading. 16 Rabbinic
sources indicate that the rabbis also had the authority to
dispose of entire biblical books if they deemed them unfit or
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inferior, and in fact, they did so on numerous occasions. 17
Further, they also controlled the copying and dissemination of
new Hebrew MSS.
Even prior to the destruction of the Temple there is already
evidence of centralized control by the Jerusalem Temple
authorities over Hebrew biblical manuscripts circulating in
Israel. Scribes worked in the Temple Court and used master
copies stored in the Temple archives to “correct” scrolls
brought to Jerusalem by local leaders. This is recorded in the
rabbinic literature,18 and is also evidenced by Hebrew texts
found in the Judaean Desert which possess textual affinities
and exhibit scribal habits very close to those seen in later
forms of the MT.19 When the Temple was destroyed and other
Jewish sects disappeared (such as the Essenes at Qumran), 20
the rabbis emerged with full control over the proto–MT text
and the doctrines and writings of rabbinic Judaism. These
writings became absolutely authoritative for Palestinian and
Diaspora Jews.21 Akiba and other influential rabbis traveled
and successfully exerted their authority in the Diaspora. 22 In
time, the rabbinic worldview became central to Jewish belief
and practice all around the world.23
In the mid–2nd century AD, Seder Olam became the official
Jewish chronology. Rabbi Yose ben Halafta, its primary
author/editor, was a disciple of Akiba.24 Seder Olam
supersedes the authority of the Hebrew text: “…our traditional
chronology is based on Seder Olam because of the authority of
its author.”25 It is rabbinic authority, and not the authority of
the sacred text, that is paramount. The rabbinic Seder Olam
was successfully dispersed into Jewish communities as the
authoritative chronology of world history, and is followed by
some Jews even today.
Long before the 2nd century AD, the Jerusalem authorities
had already abandoned fidelity to the authority of the scriptural
text.26 The Pharisaic propensity to exalt human tradition (those
earlier man-made traditions which Jesus strongly opposed and
eventually led to the rabbinic corpus of writings) over
Scripture is well attested in the New Testament (Mk 7:8–12).
The scribes, who maintained control over the Hebrew texts in
the Jerusalem Temple, were also fierce enemies of Jesus, and
on par with the Pharisees (Lk 11:53–54; 20:45–47; Mt 23:1–
36; Mk 12:38–40).
During the post AD–70 era, the rabbis would also have
easily been able to dispose of their older Hebrew MSS with the
higher begetting ages. Then, new Hebrew MSS and Aquila’s
new LXX recension (see below) would only reflect the shorter
primeval chronology, consistent with the newly authoritative
Seder Olam.27 The proto–MT was then rigorously controlled
and transmitted by the rabbis down to the time of the
Masoretes. Under these circumstances, any Hebrew MSS
which may have contained the higher begetting ages could
have been easily destroyed without a trace. Hebrew texts
outside rabbinic control containing the longer chronology
which may have survived were eventually lost to the ravages
of time.28 And those who may have possessed differing
Hebrew texts in either Israel or in the Diaspora had no long
standing authority to challenge the ascendency of the rabbinic
corpus or the shorter chronology deposited in the (now)
authoritative Seder Olam. All other competing Hebrew texts
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which may have still existed were supplanted and replaced by
the rabbinic controlled MT. Tov observes: “Had the LXX and
SP not been preserved and the Qumran scrolls not been found,
we would have known little about non-rabbinic copies of
Hebrew Scripture.”29
Additionally, Greek had become the lingua franca across
the Mediterranean world. The LXX had been widely
disseminated throughout the Diaspora30 and “came to be
regarded as sacred scripture” by the 2nd century BC.31 Such
acceptance by the Jewish community at large necessarily
included the longer primeval chronology, reflected in the
works of the Jewish historians Demetrius (220 BC) 32 and
Eupolemus (160 BC).33 The LXX was also used in Israel, as
evidenced by Eupolemus in Jerusalem and LXX texts found at
Qumran and in the Judaean Desert.34
After the advent of the Church, however, the “old” LXX/
OG texts35 were replaced over time by the MT–based LXX
recension of Aquila. Aquila’s recension was completed
around AD 140, 36 approximately the same time that the
Seder Olam reached its near final form. 37 Aquila was
discipled by Rabbi Akiba and he “…followed him in
regarding every word and letter of the Hebrew Bible as
having significance. This explains many traits of his
recension, which is extremely literal in its fidelity to the
MT.”38 Aquila’s recension is known to us “almost
exclusively through [Origen’s] Hexapla.”39 As the 2nd
century came and went, the old LXX/OG, including its
longer primeval chronology, moved from a centuries old
status of authoritative acceptance within Judaism to
effectively being relegated to “golden calf” status
(Mesechet Sopherim 1.7).
Other Jewish LXX recensions also amended the numbers
from the old LXX in order to bring their new translations in
line with the shorter primeval chronology. Lower begetting
ages from Gen 5:3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 13, 15, 16, 20, and 22 are found
in the margins of some LXX MSS. These are Hexaplaric
readings which had been recorded by Origen and are
documented in Wevers’ secondary LXX text critical apparatus
of Genesis.40 Eusebius of Emesa (AD 300–360) also
documented deflations in Gen 5/11 from Symmachus’ Jewish
LXX recension.41 These significant changes to the original,
centuries old LXX demonstrate that the Jewish authorities/
translators not only deliberately shortened the primeval
chronology after the destruction of the Temple, they had the
authority and ability to disseminate those changes via their
new LXX recensions.
The plausibility of the rabbis deliberately changing the
primeval chronology only strengthens as we examine the
immense spiritual conflict that arose between Christians and
Jews in the early years of the Church. The crisis in Judaism
caused by the destruction of the Temple and the large-scale
spread of the Gospel cannot be overstated. We have already
noted that the scribes described in the NT who controlled the
Hebrew texts in the Temple were enemies of Jesus and His
Gospel. It would be no surprise to see subsequent scribes
exhibit a willingness to change the text of Scripture in order to
discredit Jesus as the Messiah. The Apostle Paul’s biography
is a testimony to the lengths some unbelieving Jews would go
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to oppose the Church. The Apostle Peter warns that people are
capable of profound self-deceit, leading them to distort the
sacred text for their own selfish purposes: “[they] twist [Paul’s
letters] to their own destruction, as they do the other
Scriptures” (II Pt 3:16). Indeed, Justin Martyr (100-165 AD)
stated that certain Jewish opponents deliberately expunged,
altered or distorted Messianic verses from their Scriptures
(Dialogue with Trypho, 71–73), as did Irenaeus (Against
Heresies, 3.21.1).42
C&C claim that the Jews would not change the text of
Scripture since doing so would “cut off their nose to spite their
face.” I would suggest that this assertion erroneously
contradicts the Scriptural portrayal of the Israelites by the
biblical authors throughout the Old Testament era. A people
who were willing to sacrifice and burn their own children in
the fires of Molech would not be capable of altering the
biblical text to discredit the Messiah their Pharisaic forebearers
had conspired to murder? What of the “scribes and Pharisees”
who ascribed Jesus’ miracles to Satan? Rejecting and
crucifying “the Lord of Glory” (I Cor 1:8) entails the greatest
self-deception of all, and is the quintessential example of
“cutting off their nose to spite their face.” C&C’s assertion
severely underestimates the sinful power of self-deception.
While Gen 5/11 are not messianic texts proper, they had
profound messianic implications during Second Temple
Judaism. 43 Beckwith explains:
There is strong evidence to show that the Essenes, the
Pharisees and the Zealots all thought that they could date,
at least approximately, the time when the Son of David
would come, and that in each case their calculations were
based upon Daniel’s prophecy of the 70 Weeks (Dan 9:24
–27), understood as 70 weeks of years… In ancient Jewish
literature, the interpretation of Daniel’s 70 Weeks is
always linked to come kind of chronological scheme…
They are alike in beginning from Creation, and in
proceeding on the assumption that, for the earliest period
of history, time can be computed by adding together the
ages of patriarchs in Genesis 5. 44
Motive, means, opportunity, an ideological context rife with
chrono–messianic fervor, an extreme religious and cultural
crisis, and the advancement of the Gospel all converged in the
post–AD 70 aftermath, leaving the rabbis with the ideal
circumstances to alter the texts of Genesis 5 and 11.
Now, let us circle back to Eusebius’s claim that the Jewish
leaders deflated the primeval chronology in their Hebrew texts.
While Eusebius incorrectly believed that the rabbis wanted to
encourage early marriages by lowering the begetting ages,
other theologians and historians pointed to a much more viable
motivation: discrediting Jesus of Nazareth as the Christ.
Julian of Toledo
Julian of Toledo (AD 642-690), bishop of Spain, wrote a
work in AD 686 entitled, “The Demonstration of the Sixth Age
of the World Against the Jews with a Prayer Letter to King
Ervig.” Sergio Stancati explains:
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Therefore, it is a reproposal of the traditional subject of the
centuries–old biblical and theological controversy between
Jews and Christians about the end of time and the coming of
the Messiah. We can say, more specifically, the work was
written by Julian for contesting the Jewish doctrine, based
on interpretations of the Babylonian Talmud, about the era,
far in the future, according to Jewish thought, in which the
Messiah is to appear… Judaism maintained that the Messiah
would have been born and appeared only after the sixth
millennium after the creation of the world and humankind.
Obviously, Jewish theologians believed this date to be far in
the future. With this interpretation, they denied that Jesus of
Nazareth was the Messiah…45
C&C refer to the Jewish Encyclopedia, which explicitly
states that Julian accused the Jews of deflating their
chronology: “[Julian] attempts to prove that Jesus was
actually born in the sixth age, in which the Messiah was to
come; ‘but,’ he adds, ‘this time should not be reckoned
according to the Hebrew original, which has been falsified
by the Jews, but according to the Septuagint, which is more
trustworthy.’” I was fully aware of the direct quote in the
Jewish Encyclopedia (which provides older Latin academic
references to support its quotation of Julian). However, I
referred to Stancati’s book instead to provide a more recent
source in English that would also more thoroughly explain
Julian’s argument and perspective. A close reading of
Stancati’s work on Julian illustrates agreement with the
explicit quote found in the Jewish Encyclopedia. The title of
his work makes that crystal clear. 46
C&C also argue that Julian’s grounds for following the
LXX were based on the Letter of Aristeas, and thus, his
argument about the shorter chronology should be rejected. But
I am not adopting and following Julian’s reason(s) for using
the LXX,47 I am documenting his claim that the Jewish
authorities had deflated the original chronology and that they
were promoting a false chronology reflected in the Babylonian
Talmud. A person can believe something to be true that is in
fact true (the LXX’s chronology reflects the original Hebrew
text), but on improper grounds (Aristeas).
The viability of the LXX’s primeval chronology is not and
should not be based on Aristeas. The story of the LXX’s origin
in Aristeas is largely legendary, though it does contain some
historical elements. Unfortunately, it was often accepted as
accurate by many of the Church fathers, and its scope was
expanded to include Greek translations outside the Pentateuch.
Despite its shortcomings, its greatest value lies in the fact that
Aristeas was effectively a Jewish apologetic for the LXX.
Wright explains:
The LXX gradually lost its relationship with the Hebrew
[text used by the translators], and those who read it began to
regard it in the manner that we see reflected in Aristeas, as
an independent free-standing replacement for the Hebrew…
The LXX came to be regarded as sacred scripture. But
somewhere along the road to the LXX becoming scripture
someone had to offer a justification for accepting it as a
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prestigious, central and sacred text… Aristeas… legitimizes
what the LXX had become by the middle part of the second
century BCE… an independent, scriptural authority. 48
In other words, Aristeas was not the reason Jews had
embraced the LXX. No, Aristeas was written as an apologetic
for the LXX, after it has already been widely embraced as
genuine and authoritative by the Jewish community. This
included its longer primeval chronology, as evidenced by all
reliable external witnesses before ca. AD 100.
C&C also claim that Julian’s argument was geared towards
events in salvation history, not calendar dates. To support this
assertion, they pull a paragraph from Stancati out of context,
and by doing so, they misrepresent Stancati’s descriptions of
Julian’s work in toto. The particular quote from Stancati that
C&C cite focuses not on biblical chronology, but “the whole
of historical facts” pertaining to Jesus. However, the quote
used by C&C pertains to only one book written by Julian.
C&C leave the impression that Julian was not concerned with
biblical chronology in his apologetic and that I have
mispresented his argument. Quite the contrary. Unfortunately,
C&C have inaccurately represented Julian’s overall argument,
Stancati’s assessment of his works, and my representation of
both. Stancati’s own words summarize Julian’s multifaceted
apologetic methodology:
The work of Julian, therefore, was on the one hand,
finalized to contest the Jewish biblical hermeneutics and the
diffusion of its conclusions. On the other hand, it was to
attract Jews to the true messianic faith with an appropriate
exegesis of the text and with a precise mathematical
calculation of biblical chronology.49
It is clear from a careful reading of Stancati that Julian used
multiple, integrated methods in three books to appeal to the
Jews that Jesus was the promised Messiah. This included the
use of biblical chronology with a challenge to his Jewish
audience that they were following a false chronology of
history, ultimately derived from the deflated primeval
chronology found in the MT.
George Syncellus
Byzantine Chronologist George Syncellus (d. AD 810)
documented Eusebius’ statement that the Septuagint’s
chronology came from an ancient and uncorrupted Hebrew
copy of Genesis:
According to the most ancient Hebrew text, which is to this
day still in fact preserved by the Samaritans, there is, then,
clear agreement with the Septuagint that the patriarchs from
the Flood up to Abraham procreated after the passing of one
hundred years plus some additional period of time… On
this issue, then, careful reflection suggests this conclusion:
there is no choice but to acknowledge that, with the
exception of Jared and two generations after him, the text of
scripture used by the Jews has erred in its chronology from
Adam to Abraham, whereas the Samaritan text is in error
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only for the years from Adam to the Flood. For the years
from the Flood up to Abraham are found to be in
agreement with the record of years reported in the
Septuagint. But it is abundantly clear that the Hebrew text
used by the Jews is wrong… There is thus complete
confirmation that the Septuagint translation was translated
from, so it would seem, an ancient and a strictly accurate
Hebrew text of scripture. 50
Now one might argue that Syncellus in this instance is not
explicitly accusing the Jews of being in error on the primeval
chronology. That would be a fair point, and I should have been
more precise about this in my ARJ footnote. There are two
reasons I cited Syncellus. First, he notoriously blasted
Eusebius with ad hominems for perceived mistakes. For
example, Eusebius is Syncelleus’ regular object of derision
because of his omission of Kainan in LXX Gen 11. Syncellus
treats everyone else with equal contempt when he believes
they have gone astray. By his silence and style, there is little
doubt he agreed with Eusebius’ assessment.
Second, and more concretely, the 19th century Egyptologist
Gustav Seyffarth attributes a very pointed statement to
Syncellus: “I concur entirely in the opinion, that this (the
shortening of the lives of several of the patriarchs, in the
Hebrew text) was a criminal act of the Jews.”51 Seyffarth’s
footnote reads “Syncell. p. 84 Ed. Paris.” After a thorough
check, I did not find this exact quote in Adler and Tuffin’s 725
–page translation and analysis of Syncellus’ Chronography.
They do not provide their own text critical analysis, however,
depending instead upon A.A. Mosshammer’s text critical
reconstruction of the extant manuscripts.
Seyffarth is referencing a manuscript of Syncellus that was
being kept in Paris. Adler and Tuffin discuss Parisian
manuscripts A (#1711) and B (#1764).52 There are other
known extant manuscripts of Syncelllus as well. It is possible
that Mosshammer decided this statement documented by
Seyffarth was an inferior textual variant. Adler and Tuffin do
note that the early manuscript tradition of Syncellus was likely
written in the form of two codices, leading to numerous textual
divergences (p. lxxvii). Nonetheless, Seyffarth’s quotation and
citation directly from an 11th century AD Syncellus manuscript
seems to show that Syncellus made more overt, direct claims
beyond his implicit approval of Eusebius’ argument. Further
research will bear this out for sure. While the evidence for the
inclusion of Syncellus is not as strong as the other references, I
see no reason to exclude him from this current list unless new
information requires it.
Bar Hebraeus

C&C dismiss Bar Hebraeus out of hand for two illegitimate
reasons. First they state that “we can’t find a statement in
writing that the Jews intentionally altered the text.” I provided
a citation from Seyffarth in my ARJ article, who cites and
quotes Albulpharag (=Bar Hebraeus). In 1663, Edward
Pococke published a translation of Bar Hebraeus’ Historia
Compendiosa Dynastarium from Syriac into Latin, which
Seyffarth explicitly cites. This work can be found online,
where there is a facsimile of the Syriac text along with
Pococke’s Latin translation and analysis. Seyffarth reproduces
the Latin text in a footnote, and provides an English translation
of Bar Hebraeus’ statement:
According to the Hebrew Testament there elapsed between
the creation and Christ 1375 years less, than according to
the Septuagint. This shortening of time is the work of the
older Rabbis. For, as it had been foretold in the Law and the
Prophets, that the Messiah would come into the world in the
last days (or time) at the end of the sixth millennium, they
shortened the lives of the Patriarchs for the purpose of
rejecting Christ, and expecting another Messiah. 57
C&C then employ a non-sequitur to further justify
dismissing Bar Hebreaus because he “says in the same work
that Jesus was born on December 25, so he’s clearly dealing
with traditions outside the text proper. This is enough for us
to discount this source entirely.” Are we to understand that
Bar Hebraeus’ statement about the Jews deflating the
primeval chronology should be dismissed because he is also
engaging with extra-biblical material while trying to
determine the date of Christ’s birth on the Julian calendar?
What do Bar Hebraeus’ arguments about the date of Christ’s
birth have to do with his views on the primeval chronology?
Absolutely nothing. 58
Muhammad ibn Ahmad Biruni
In The Chronology of Ancient Nations, Muslim scholar
Biruni (AD 973–1048) testifies that Christians of his era
accused the Jews of deflating the chronology in Gen 5/11.
Biruni’s work was translated from Arabic into English by
Eduard Sachau in 1879. Biruni writes:
The Jews and Christians differ widely on this subject; for,
according to the doctrine of the Jews, the time between
Adam and Alexander is 3,448 years, whilst, according to
the Christian doctrine, it is 5,180 years. The Christians
reproach the Jews with having diminished the number of
years with the view of making the appearance of Jesus fall
into the fourth millennium in the middle of the seven
millennia, which are, according to their view, the time of
the duration of the world, so as not to coincide with that
time at which, as the prophets after Moses had prophesied,
the birth of Jesus from a pure virgin at the end of time,
was to take place. 59

Bar Hebraeus was also included in my list (AD 1226–1286).53
Though his statements are from a later period, they serve as
another link in the chain of evidence. Bar Hebraeus was known
by numerous names, including Abulpharag.54 He was a prolific
author of the 13th century AD,55 whose work includes the
Chronicon Syriacum, in which he details a chronology of history
from creation using the longer primeval chronology. Additional
An obvious opponent of both parties and living in Persia, 60
56
resources written by Bar Hebreaus can be found online.
Biruni is an independent witness to the Christian claim that the
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reading found in many LXX manuscripts.65
As I mentioned above (§ I), my incorrect citation of
Ephraem turned out to be a blessing in disguise. While I was
trying to get to the bottom of things, I discovered that
Jacob’s complete Commentary on the Octateuch is
Augustine of Hippo
reproduced in Syriac and translated into Latin in Joseph
Assemani’s Bibliotheca Orientalis. The text is taken directly
We also have the testimony of Augustine in North Africa from manuscript Vat. sir. 103, 66 the same MSS examined and
(ca. AD 420), who reports that unspecified Christians of his exposited by Romeny. On pages 65–66 (vol. I), Assemani
time argued that that the Jewish scribes “made alterations in reproduces Jacob’s Syriac text, then translates it into Latin.
their texts as to undermine the authority of ours.” He Adler provides an English translation of Jacob’s pertinent
specifically deals with the numbers in Genesis 5 (City of God statement: “The Hebrews, wanting to pervert the
XV.10–11, 13), and attempts to refute the Christian claim that computation of years, in order to show that Christ had not
the Jews had deflated the antediluvian begetting ages in the yet arrived, subtract 100 years from Adam before he fathered
Hebrew text (see my analysis of Augustine’s arguments below Seth.”67 While this statement specifically refers to Adam’s
in § II.4.1–10). Augustine thus serves as another ancient begetting age, it is clear that Jacob believed the entire
witness, a hostile witness, to this explanation for the origin of primeval chronology had been altered by the Jewish scribes.
the MT’s primeval timeline. Since Augustine felt that the To discredit the time of Jesus’ arrival, the entire timeline
argument was important enough to respond to, it logically from Adam to Abraham was reduced. The longer chronology
follows that this viewpoint was a commonly held in the is also reflected in his Bible translation of Gen 5 and 11.
Church in the 5th century AD.
This is confirmed above by Romeny, who paraphrased
Jacob’s statements.
Jacob of Edessa
Moreover, there was another significant statement made by
Jacob. A couple of years ago, I came across this footnote
Lastly, we turn our attention to probably the most written by William Hales: “*Jacobus Edessenus, who
important witness of all: the Syriac theologian Jacob of flourished about A.D. 700, states, that he found in some
Edessa (AD 640–708). In his Commentary on the Octateuch, sufficiently accurate Hebrew histories, that Adam begat Seth
Jacob claims that the Hebrew text of Gen 5/11 had been when he was 230 years old.”68 This, of course, grabbed my
deliberately deflated by Jewish authorities to demonstrate that attention, but I had been unable to independently corroborate
the Christ had not yet come.61
Hales’ quotation of Jacob, so I did not use it… until now.
C&C say that Jacob “asserts this without any evidence to
Discussing the numerical divergences in Gen 5/11, Adler
substantiate it.” First, Jacob’s statement in its geographical turns to Jacob and quotes him (above). Adler then says this:
and historical context is the evidence. We can see here how “In this same notice, Jacob claims also that in his time there
C&C’s arbitrary evidential standard (i.e. documentation of a were certain Hebrew manuscripts that confirmed the
conspiracy by the rabbis) allows them to discard Jacob’s Septuagint chronology.”69 After reading this, I went back to
statements without any critical engagement. Second, and Bibliotheca Orientalis and was able to verify that Adler’s
most significantly, Jacob testifies to evidence that backs up assessment was correct. Four scholars (Assemani, Hales,
his claim.
Adler and Romeny) are all in agreement on this point. 70
Jacob was intimately familiar with the OT text, had
Jacob went beyond the mere charge that the rabbis had
knowledge of multiple languages, and was “one of the ﬁnest deflated the original, longer chronology. No, Jacob knew of
scholars of the Syrian Orthodox Church.”62 In my ARJ and concrete evidence that supported his argument and vindicated
ICC63 articles, I cited Bas ter Haar Romeny, a recognized his inclusion of the LXX’s numbers in both his Bible
expert on western Syriac Christianity who works directly translation and commentary. He did not merely appeal to
with the Syriac text. The reader can visit Romeny’s academia Church tradition or to Aristeas: Jacob had knowledge of
page and judge for himself his knowledge of Jacob’s writings copies of Hebrew manuscripts that existed in his day that
in the original language.
confirmed the Septuagint’s longer primeval chronology.71
A careful reading of Romeny’s article reveals two important
facts: 1. Jacob produced his own Bible translation, one which Summary
was designed to improve upon the prevailing Syriac
translation, the Peshitta. His work still survives in part in
When we take these statements, arguments, and evidence in
several MSS. 2. Jacob also wrote a Commentary on the their totality, we have an explanation over a long period (ca.
Octateuch. In it, Jacob claims that “…the original Hebrew text AD 310–1275) and in disparate geographical locales (Israel,
was falsified ‘by the same Hebrews’ in order to show that North Africa, Spain, Syria [twice], Constantinople, and Persia)
Christ had not come yet. They subtracted… one hundred years for the origin of the MT’s shorter chronology. Jacob of
from the age of Adam, Seth, Enosh, Kenan, and Mahalalel.”64 Edessa’s account of Hebrew manuscripts that contained the
Jacob’s Bible translation also included the longer antediluvian longer chronology is powerful evidence, and his witness needs
chronology, and interestingly, a begetting age of 187 for to be taken very seriously. The reader who dismisses Jacob’s
Methuselah instead of the widespread and erroneous 167 statements out of hand or resorts to impugning his
Jews had deliberately deflated the primeval chronology. Note
also that Biruni is referring to Christians as a group, and not
just to one particular individual, indicating that this was a
commonly held view in Biruni’s day.
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credibility without evidence is simply not serious about
getting to the truth.
As I have stated on numerous occasions, these sources
serve as one component in an overall matrix of data. They do
not prove the MT was deflated, rather, they provide a
testable explanation for its divergences from the LXX. We
can examine this explanation for the origin of the MT’s
primeval timeline by weighing the textual evidence, internal
phenomena, and external witnesses.
This leads us to two important points. First, it was not
practical to include all of these details in the respective
articles I previously published. The underlying rationale and
more detailed documentation will eventually appear in book
form. I have included some of this information in this article
to refute C&C’s specious claim that my Ephraem mistake is
indicative of a larger “pattern” of errors.
Second, C&C dismiss all of these important references out
of hand and employ several fallacies while doing so. They
also mispresent the arguments of Julian of Toledo, Stancati,
and myself. In the cases of Syncellus 72 and Bar Hebraeus,
they have superficially interacted with the academic
literature. Their arbitrarily imposed evidential standard gives
them carte blanche to dismiss any evidence pointing to the
Jewish rabbis as being responsible for the origin of the MT’s
primeval timeline.
2. Straw Men and Ad Hominems
1. In my ICC paper (p. 117), I state that “He [God] certainly
does not promise to preserve the OT Scriptures in the
Masoretic Text alone.” C&C claim that this is a view of
inspiration that “no one has ever held.” First, mine is not a
statement on the doctrine of inspiration, it is a very concise
statement on the doctrine of preservation. Second, I explicitly
cite and quote Chronology of the Old Testament written by
Floyd Nolen Jones (p. 119), who in fact, holds to the very view
I describe. C&C should be familiar with this work, as it wellknown in the creation community and has exerted influence on
many Christians who subscribe to a recent creation and have
an interest in biblical chronology. Moreover, an online search
will quickly bring up videos and other articles that echo Jones’
basic position. In recent days, I received an email with a link
to this abrasive and dogmatic polemic, and a grossly
uninformed video presentation featuring Kent Hovind.73
Again, both reflect the same fundamental perspective as Jones.
My goal in making this particular statement was to appeal to
those who may be influenced by irrational and ill-informed
biases against the LXX to reconsider their position. In my
articles online and in MT, SP, or LXX?, I cite other examples
of the LXX’s superiority over the MT (i.e. Gen 4:8; sections of
I Samuel) in an attempt persuade those who subscribe to a
theologically incorrect and over-exalted view of the MT to reevaluate their perspective.
Thus, C&C’s statement is not only a straw man, it reveals
an unfamiliarity with a distorted but sometimes influential
viewpoint within evangelicalism on the preservation of the
original OT text.
2. C&C also state that I make “a number of demonstrably
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untrue and apparently prejudicial statements in the [ICC]
paper.” They then quote me as follows:
Even though the Reformers had largely accepted the Gen
5/11 MT chronology as original, a number of subsequent
Christian chronologists argued that the LXX fundamentally
preserves the original figures and the MT’s primeval
chronology is the result of a deliberate post–AD 70
corruption (Goodenow 1896; Hales 1830; Hayes 1741;
Jackson 1752; Russell 1865; Seyffarth 1859).
Unfortunately, modern conservatives have not engaged with
their arguments. (ICC p. 119).
In their response, C&C refer to Jerome, Augustine, and
Bede as proponents of the MT’s timeline. First, Augustine was
not a proponent of the MT’s entire primeval timeline. He
followed the LXX in his explicit calculation and exposition of
the post-Flood chronology (City of God XVI.10). Moreover,
his theory on the origin of the LXX’s chronology in Gen 5 is
untenable (see § II.4.1–10 below).
Second, Bede’s main arguments against the LXX’s
primeval chronology are found in Letter to Plegwin and in The
Reckoning of Time, chapter 66.74 In Plegwin, Bede parrots
portions of Augustine’s renegade scribe theory (§ II.4.1–10),
appeals to Jerome on several occasions, inaccurately cites
Josephus (Plegwin, p. 409), and quotes Jerome’s erroneous
argument from silence borrowed from Origen’s Isaiah
commentary. Bede also appeals to Jerome’s discussion of
problems in the chronology of LXX I and II Chronicles vs. the
Hebrew text (Plegwin, p. 410). The text critical challenges in
those books have nothing whatsoever to do with Gen 5/11 (see
my discussion of this text critical fallacy in ICC, p. 119). I and
II Chronicles were translated decades after the Pentateuch by
different translators, from different Hebrew Vorlagen, and
were likely completed in Israel, not Egypt (ICC, pp. 117–120).
Plegwin is largely a rhetorical argument from authority,
containing no substantive reasons why the MT’s primeval
chronology represents the original text. 75
Jerome is, of course, worthy of our serious consideration. 76
Despite his extensive contributions to the Church historic and
his familiarity with Hebrew, Greek and Latin texts of the OT,
Jerome merely asserts that the LXX in Gen 5/11 is wrong. He
simply never offers a substantive argument as to why. He
extrapolates the Methuselah problem across the entire
primeval chronology of the LXX (as does Bede), 77 a
methodological error still being employed today (ARJ, p. 171).
He provides no viable explanation for the origin of the alleged
inflations in the LXX, nor does he explain how the Hebrew
text of the Samaritan Pentateuch came to match the LXX in
Gen 11. Jerome’s conclusion with respect to Gen 5/11 depends
entirely on his all controlling a priori, the Hebraica veritas.
Bede’s dogmatic and slavish devotion to this principle is
virtually identical to Jerome’s.
Embedded in the Hebraica veritas a priori is the added
assumption that the Hebrew text of Gen 5/11 extant in Israel in
Jerome’s day (the late 4th and early 5th centuries AD) had never
been subjected to deliberate changes previously. It assumes the
originality of the MT in Gen 5/11 from the outset and never
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critically questions its veracity. This is purely circular
reasoning, and it therefore explains nothing. Septuagint scholar
Peter Gentry’s statement bears repeating here (ICC, p. 120):
Differences, therefore, between the LXX and other
witnesses to the text which are genuine textual variants
should be evaluated on a case by case basis, and one should
not prefer a priori either the LXX or the MT.
Third, Jerome, Augustine, and Bede are not relevant to what
I was saying, anyway. I was referring to authors in the postReformation period who still held to the LXX’s chronology
when its influence had waned significantly, and, to “modern
conservatives” (not ancient authors) who have not engaged
with the arguments made by those authors I specifically listed.
When one reads the conservative academic literature, one will
discover that my statement is, in fact, true. Modern
conservative scholars have not engaged with the specific
arguments delineated by Goodenow, Hales, Hayes, Jackson,
Russell and Seyffarth.
Part of my overall point should have been obvious: despite
the change to the priority of the MT’s primeval timeline during
and after the Reformation, numerous Christian scholars still
argued in favor of the LXX, and modern conservative scholars
have all but ignored their particular arguments. By appealing
to ancient authors instead, C&C have erected a straw–man
they can subsequently tear down with uncharitable epithets.
3. C&C then claim the following statement is “also untrue”:
Moreover, evangelicals tend to quickly dismiss LXX Gen
5/11 either because of the numerous (and often substantial)
text critical divergences between the LXX and MT in other
OT books, or because of unsubstantiated theological
predispositions favoring the MT. (ICC p. 119).
After making this statement, I survey a number of
conservative authors who have done exactly what I describe.
C&C object, however, because they seem to believe I have
misunderstood their previous article, “Textual Traditions and
Biblical Chronology” (TTBC).
First, my statement included two general (not all) reasons
why evangelicals tend to quickly dismiss the LXX’s numbers
in Gen 5/11. I describe and interact with said dismissals from
the works of Williams, Ray, Merrill, Green, Whitcomb/Morris
and Jones. C&C have not shown why my descriptions of their
arguments are inaccurate. The two reasons do not include
TTBC, which is clear from reading my actual critique of TTBC
and my other statements about it.
Second, I briefly interact with their article, and in no place
do I state that their article is dismissive of the LXX due to the
two general reasons often framed by other conservatives. This
is a strong tendency in the literature, but it does not apply to all
conservative scholars. Instead, the fair minded reader should
clearly be able to see that I state TTBC is “methodologically
deficient.”78 In my brief critique, I specifically outline what I
believe are the fatal deficiencies in C&C’s methodology.
Third, I positively categorize their article (along with the
work of Shaw, Young, and Sexton) as an “exception” (ICC p.
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117; ARJ, p. 171) to the superficial approach employed by
most conservative scholars since the publication of W.H.
Green’s “Primeval Chronology” in 1890. Both my critique and
positive statements combine to clearly place TTBC in a
different category.
Thus, my statements are not untrue. Instead, C&C have
distorted them.
4. Referring to their TTBC article, C&C state that I say their
“approach was biased from the start,” and that I
“systematically misinterpret(s) our main arguments.” Here is
what I wrote, in full:
Cosner and Carter attempt to approach the subject more
objectively than most: “We did not come into the analysis
with the agenda of proving MT superiority” (p. 105). While
I certainly accept their intention as earnest, their method
immediately moves into a pro–MT/anti–LXX stance. First,
they quickly appeal to very brief pro–MT opinions from
two conservative scholars. They do not adequately develop
or defend the basis for these opinions. Second, they
speculate that the LXX may have been inflated by the
Alexandrian Jews to “agree with the Egyptian chronology
of Manetho” (p. 99), a theory that has at least 8 fatal flaws
(see below). No other viable motive for alleged LXX
inflations is presented. Third, they utilize lifespans in SP
Gen 11 as the foundation for reconstructing the post–Flood
chronology. These numbers were added to the SP by
uninspired scribes over 1000 years after Moses, and are not
original (Hendel, p. 73). They cannot be used as a reliable
foundation for textual reconstruction. Fourth, they provide
no viable explanation for how/why the chronology in Gen
11 SP was (allegedly) inflated independently of the LXX.
Fifth, they provide no analysis of external witnesses to Gen
5/11 from antiquity. This absence is striking and at odds
with text–critical scholarship on the OT (Wevers 1974b;
Hendel 1998; Kauhanen 2013). Sixth, there is no
substantive interaction with LXX scholars who argue that
the LXX translators treated the Genesis text very
conservatively, and that the numbers came from the Hebrew
Vorlage. In the end, Cosner and Carter deduce that the
MT’s chronology is original, a conclusion that was baked
into the methodological cake from the outset. (Despite my
criticisms of their methodology and conclusions, their
article contributes positively to the subject).

A few observations from this:
a. I accepted their personal motives/intentions as “earnest.”
b. I critiqued their methodology and made no mention of
their personal/internal motivations, a courtesy they have not
extended to me.
c. I stated explicitly that “their article contributes positively
to the subject” and also indicated earlier that TTBC was an
“exception” to the superficial arguments often found in the
conservative literature.
d. I provided two main reasons (along with others) why
their method and conclusions are fatally flawed: the immediate
move in a pro-MT/anti-LXX direction at the very beginning of
their article, and the use of the SP’s uninspired lifespans to
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reconstruct the post-Flood chronology. In private email
correspondence with both authors independently, I pointed out
some of these flaws and received either no reply or no
substantial interaction from either author.
e. I argued that the methodology C&C used biased the
conclusion in favor of the MT (especially in Genesis 11), but I
did not accuse them of deliberately employing a biased
methodology in order to reach a pre-determined outcome. A
person can employ a method that biases the outcome of a study
without setting out to do so. Let me be clear: I accept C&C’s
biased, pro–MT methodology as coming from a place of
sincerity. Here, I will explain further why a pro–MT bias is
imbedded into their reconstruction of Genesis 11.
The post-Flood reconstruction that C&C present in TTBC
must depend on the assumption that the uninspired SP’s
lifespans are correct. However, the SP’s lifespans have no
corroborating and independent textual evidence as standalone figures since the MT and LXX do not preserve
lifespans in Gen 11: lifespans were not originally included
by Moses. They are unlike the original Genesis 5 lifespans,
which appear in multiple textual witnesses and can be used
for mathematical cross-checking (what C&C refer to as
“check sums”) due to their inspired, original, and accurate
nature. Moreover, the SP’s lifespans in Gen 11 appear in no
external witnesses until Eusebius (ca. AD 310). They are
extremely late additions to the SP text, appearing for the first
time over 1,000 years after the time of Moses. Thus, they
only represent the state of the SP text at the time that the
unknown, uninspired scribe(s) amended it. Therefore, and
this is most significant, we cannot and must not assume the
SP lifespans represent the accurate sum of the original
begetting ages and the original remaining years as they were
given to Moses. To assume they are accurate is to bias the
conclusion in a certain direction from the start, and this is
exactly what C&C have done.
An impartial text-critical reconstruction of Genesis 11 must
begin by using the matching MT/LXX remaining years after
accounting for accidental scribal errors (See: ICC, pp. 127–
28, 130–31; “MT, SP or LXX?,” p. 26). By doing so, these
dual textual witnesses eliminate any a priori assumptions
about inflation or deflation in the begetting ages, and are not
dependent on the spurious lifespan additions of an uninspired
scribe. When this is done, it shows that the remaining years
in the SP have all been deflated by 100 years each (sans
Shem; 50 years for Nahor). Since the SP’s remaining years
are all wrong, the only way to conclude that its lifespans are
correct is to assume that the SP’s begetting ages have been
inflated, which is exactly what C&C do in their
methodology. This is a second pro–MT assumption
embedded into their reconstruction.
Instead of necessarily assuming inflation, we must turn to
the two-fold, matching and independent textual witness to
the begetting ages in the SP/LXX. When the SP/LXX
begetting ages (confirmed by 3 additional witnesses:
Demetrius, Eupolemus and Josephus) are added to the SP’s
incorrect and deliberately deflated remaining years, we
discover that the SP lifespans are wrong. Since the SP’s
lifespans are wrong, the MT’s calculated lifespans are also
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wrong, since they match the SP’s. Since the MT’s remaining
years are correct (confirmed independently by the LXX and
other external witnesses), we can only conclude that the
MT’s begetting ages are also wrong.
Let us use the example of Peleg as an illustration (Gn 11:18
–19). His remaining years are 209 in the MT/LXX, and 109 in
the SP. The remaining years for Peleg in the SP are therefore
incorrect by 100 years. Peleg’s begetting age is 130 in SP/
LXX and 30 in the MT. Including external sources, the 130
appears in or is necessarily entailed in five witnesses before
AD 100. Following the preponderance of evidence, Peleg’s
begetting age of 130 in SP/LXX should be added to his
remaining years of 209 in MT/LXX to yield an original
lifespan of 339 years. The SP’s lifespan for Peleg incorrectly
reads 239 years (130 + 109). The MT’s calculated lifespan of
239 for Peleg is therefore also wrong (30 + 209). Thus, Peleg’s
begetting age of 30 in the MT is wrong.
This is the only valid way to text critically reconstruct the
numbers in Genesis 11. By accepting the SP’s lifespans as
authentic up front, C&C’s method immediately biases the
conclusion against the matching SP/LXX begetting ages and in
favor of the MT’s. Inflation in the SP’s begetting ages (and
therefore the LXX’s) is “baked into the methodological cake”
from the outset. Moreover, TTBC omits relevant external
evidence, which unanimously favors the SP/LXX prior to ca.
AD 120–160. C&C also provide no coherent explanation for
why the SP scribe would have changed the numbers to begin
with. Nor do they explain how the allegedly inflated begetting
ages appeared independently in both the LXX and SP. Lastly,
they overlook the internal evidence in Gen 11 which exposes
the MT’s begetting ages as deliberate deflations (Sexton and
Smith, “Primeval Chronology Restored,” pp. 48–49; ICC, pp.
122–23). For these reasons, their conclusions favoring the MT in
Genesis 11 should be rejected. (See table on following page.)
5. To make the brief point that a majority of published
Christian works dealing with matters of biblical chronology
prior to the Reformation followed the LXX in Gen 5/11
instead of the MT, I cited a summary list of chronologies
provided by Hales (pp. 211–14). This was done at the behest
of an academic reviewer who suggested that I provide a
citation for my statement. Hales’ list includes many
chronologies, both Christian and non-Christian. While Hales’
objective was to point out the large variety of creation dates
published over the centuries, anyone can easily pick out the
Christian chronologists who followed the MT, and those who
followed the LXX. My purpose was quite simple: I was merely
illustrating the point that a majority of chronologists in church
history prior to the Reformation accepted the LXX’s
chronology, so we ought to take that fact seriously today.
Hales’ summary list provided an easy way to document a fact
that is beyond dispute.79
C&C’s reaction to the Hales citation is closely tethered to
an egregious effort to impugn my motives. They write: “he
dearly hopes that no one will look up what Hales actually
wrote.” C&C never wrote to me and asked me why I cited
Hales in this manner, which would have been the charitable
approach. I could have cleared up the matter in five minutes,
as I just did above. Instead of doing their due diligence, C&C
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Table 1: The main numerical divergences in Genesis 5 and 11 in the Masoretic Text (MT), Septuagint (LXX), and
Samaritan Pentateuch (SP). Numbers in () are calculations derived from other texts. Brackets [] are proposed
reconstructions for the original text of the MT. See Appendix in ICC (p. 130–32) for further details.

Masoretic Text
Patriarch

Genesis
Verses

Septuagint

Samaritan Pentateuch

Begetting
Age

Remaining
Years

Lifespan

Begetting
Age

Remaining
Years

Lifespan

Begetting
Age

Remaining
Years

Lifespan

Adam

5:3-5

130

800

930

230

700

930

130

800

930

Seth

5:6-8

105

807

912
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707

912
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807

912

Enosh

90

815

905

190

715

905

90

815

905

Kenan

70

840

910

170

740

910

70

840

910

Mahalalel

65

895

165

730

895

65

830

895

Jared

162

962

162

800

962

623

7853

8473

365

165

200

365

65

300

365

Enoch

5:21-23

Noah

65
187

782

969

187

782

969

673

6533

7203

5:28-31

1822

5952

7772

1882

5652

7532

533

6003

6533

9:28-29;
10:21;
11:10

500/(502)

950

500/(502)

After the
Flood
350

950

500/(502)

After the
Flood
350

950

100

500

100

500

600

135

430/3305

135

3034

4384

130

33011

Methuselah
Lamech

800

Shem

100

Arpachshad

35

After the
Flood
350
500

Kainan
Shelah

30

130

403/3306

130

3034

4334

Eber

34

134

3707

134

2704

4044

Peleg

30

209

130

209

130

1094

2394

Reu

32

207

132

207

132

1074

2394

30

200

130

200

130

1004

2304

29

[129]/1198

79

1298

79

694

1484

70/(130)

(75)

70

(75)

1459

Serug

11:22-23

Nahor

Terah

11:26, 32;
12:1-4
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which should add up to 2256 instead (Greek δισχιλιων
διακοσιων πεντακοντα εξ; Latin MMCCLVI).
In C&C’s “just-so-story”, the scribe who allegedly made the
11 changes to match LAB with the LXX somehow lacked the
competence or wherewithal to add up the numbers required to
easily change LAB 3:6 from 1652[6?] to 2256. Harrington
notes that the 1652 figure could have arisen by means of an
accidental scribal error from what would have been an
original, internally cross-checked figure of 2256.87 C&C
dismiss Harrington’s explanation out of hand, arguing that
deliberately changing the 11 other figures is as equally
3. Liber Biblicarum Antiquitatum (LAB, or Pseudoplausible as accidentally changing one. This assertion with no
Philo)
analysis or supporting manuscript evidence violates one of the
most basic principles of textual criticism: the weighing of
When faced with evidence or careful scholarship that militates textual variants. Here, we have one possible pro–MT data
against their position, C&C repeatedly dismiss it out of hand. No point that can be explained by scribal error vs. 11 numbers
place is this more evident than in their handling of LAB.
reflecting the longer chronology in the extant manuscripts, 88
LAB is a pseudepigraphical work that selectively Lamech’s Hebrew based figures, the absence of Kainan in
recapitulates biblical history from Adam to Saul. It consists of LAB 4:9, and the voluminous and detailed scholarship
65 chapters and is considered a “haggadic midrash.”81 Scholars concluding that LAB was written in Hebrew and derived
who have examined LAB in detail argue that it was derived directly from a Hebrew text of the OT in the 1 st century AD.
directly from Hebrew texts of the OT and was originally The reader can decide for himself which is the “just-so-story.”
written in Hebrew in the 1 st century AD in Israel. It was then
translated into Greek and eventually into Latin. It is incumbent 4. Augustine’s Renegade Scribe Theory
upon C&C to carefully demonstrate why these scholars are
wrong. Instead, they dismiss all of their painstaking analysis
In my ARJ article, “Methuselah’s Begetting Age,” I believe
and arguments as “conjecture.” C&C interact with zero that it has been amply demonstrated that the 167 begetting age
scholarship on LAB’s original language and biblical base text reading in Gen 5:25 found in some LXX manuscripts
and completely ignore the most significant and in-depth originated as an accidental scribal error. This was followed by
studies published by Harrington and Jacobson.82
another scribe’s attempt to “correct” the numbers. In my
Beyond the carefully reasoned scholarship on LAB, there is concluding statements, I pointed back to Augustine, who had
additional evidence that the author was following a Hebrew suggested centuries ago that the 167 reading was “…nothing
exemplar of Genesis. LAB 4.9 omits Kainan from its recitation more than a scribal error. It is certainly not unreasonable to
of Genesis 10:24, indicating he was using a Hebrew text and suspect such an error with regard to the question of
not the LXX. Moreover, as I emphasized in my ICC article (p. Methuselah’s life…” (City of God [=DCD] XV.13)89 Part of
124), Lamech’s numbers in LAB only appear in the MT. His Augustine’s rationale in drawing this conclusion was his
begetting age of 182 and (textually reconstructed) remaining knowledge of 5 manuscripts (3 Greek, 1 Latin, 1 Syriac) which
years of 595 (adding up to the MT’s lifespan of 777 years), are placed Methuselah’s death 6 years before the Flood,
not found in any manuscripts of the LXX, nor in any external necessarily entailing his correct begetting age of 187. 90 He also
witnesses to the LXX from antiquity. A scribe who briefly notes that accidental scribal error explains the relatively
deliberately revised the 11 numbers in LAB to reflect the minor differences in the numbers between the LXX and the
LXX’s would have recorded 188 for Lamech’s begetting age, Hebrew for Lamech (DCD XV.13).91
not 182. Indeed, the figures for Lamech in LAB must therefore
C&C assert that in order for me to accept Augustine’s
have come directly from a Hebrew text of Genesis, not the testimony about the five manuscripts, I “should likewise
Septuagint.
regard him as reliable about other things pertaining to the state
C&C then sweep away all of LAB’s higher begetting ages in of the manuscripts.” This statement refers to Augustine’s claim
Genesis 5 by baldly asserting that a Greek scribe may have that Hebrew manuscripts were spread over a large geographic
changed all of the numbers (11 in all)83 to reflect the figures area and therefore the Hebrew text of Gen 5 could not have
found in the LXX. C&C admit that theirs is a “just-so-story.”84 been deflated by the Jewish rabbis.
And it certainly is. There is no manuscript evidence to support
One can readily accept Augustine’s testimony about his
their argument,85 nor is there evidence that the LXX exerted knowledge of the five manuscripts with Methuselah’s correct
undue influence upon LAB’s text,86 nor does the internal begetting age without accepting his conjectures about the
evidence in LAB itself support it.
dissemination of Hebrew manuscripts in antiquity (or his
Then, C&C turn to LAB 3:6, which provides a chronological explanation for the alleged inflations in LXX Gen 5). As it
summation figure for the antediluvian era, presently extant as specifically relates to the Methuselah variant, Augustine’s
1652 years (Greek χιλιων εξακοσιων πεντακοντα δυο; knowledge of the five manuscripts is consistent with Jerome’s
Latin MDCLII). This obviously is at odds with the internal personal knowledge of copies of the Samaritan Pentateuch
addition of the nine begetting ages found in LAB 1:1–22, which also contained the 187 reading (ARJ p. 175). Both
leap to invalid conclusions and say that “[t]he only reason
[they] can imagine” that I used Hales as a reference was
because I was hoping that no one would ever check my source.
In other words, C&C insinuate that my intention was to
mislead the reader.
Since they conclude that I was “dearly” hoping that no one
would ever check my sources, C&C must evidently be familiar
with my research practices and the inner workings of my heart
and mind.80 The reader can judge for himself what place this
kind of accusation has in Christian scholarship.
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accounts are consistent with all of the other relevant evidence.
There are no grounds to reject Augustine’s claim about the
five manuscripts.
Conversely, I provided an argument and evidence above (§
II.1) that disproves Augustine’s claims about the Jewish
dissemination of and control over Hebrew biblical texts after
the destruction of the Temple. On this particular point
Augustine was wrong, as all of the textual and historical
evidence points decidedly in the opposite direction.
Augustine’s knowledge of the five manuscripts is in no way
dependent upon his claims about the Jewish dispersion of and
control over Hebrew texts in antiquity. It is fallacious to
demand that accepting the first requires accepting the second. 92
(C&C also employ a similar fallacy with Bar Hebraeus, § I.1).
Additionally, Augustine’s explanation for the origin of the
longer chronology in Genesis 5 of the LXX cannot withstand
scrutiny. The translation of the Pentateuch into Greek was a
great intellectual achievement. The extensive work involved
with the translation took place in one of the world’s supreme
learning centers of antiquity. 93 Moreover, it was a thoroughly
Jewish enterprise, where reverence for the sacred text was a
major factor in the translation and subsequent copying work.
In that religious and cultural context, Augustine would have
us believe that the Jewish leaders who supervised and
translated the Law of Moses into Greek assigned the task of
making the first (and necessarily on Augustine’s view, only)
copy of the original LXX to a renegade scribe who radically
altered the chronology of Genesis 5 by inflating it by 600
years. This scribe, thinking that his Jewish audience would be
unable to accept the long lifespans, utilized a division scheme
that would have made the numbers more believable. Instead of
simply reducing the numbers in the text to make them more
palatable (such as reducing Adam’s lifespan from 930 to 93),
the scribe assumed that the reader would know that the
numbers should really be divided by 10 to yield the “real”
begetting ages and lifespans.94 In order to make this scheme
work, this scribe inflated the begetting ages and reduced the
remaining years by 100 years each in the LXX.95 So, in the
case of Seth, his original begetting age of 105, divided by 10,
would have equaled 10.5. Seth fathering Enosh at the age of
10.5 would be too low a figure for a reader to accept, so the
scribe inflated the original from 105 (Hebrew) to 205 (LXX).
The reader would then be expected to divide the age of 205 by
a factor of 10. Seth’s “real” begetting age would then be 20.5,
a believable figure for the 3rd century BC reader.
What follows here is a survey of 10 reasons why
Augustine’s theory is illogical, self-contradictory, and not
supported by the evidence.
1. How could anyone reading the LXX text in the 3rd
century BC possibly know to divide the numbers in Gen 5 by a
factor of 10 in order to ascertain the “real” ages of the
antediluvians? Augustine properly counters such arguments
from his own day (DCD XV.14), which come from “certain
persons with no desire to weaken the credit of this sacred
history” (DCD XV.12).96 Presumably, these are professing
Christians who wished to make the numbers in Genesis 5 more
palatable to the unsaved mind (an unfortunate phenomenon
still taking place in the church today). But those making such
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arguments during Augustine’s lifetime are living seven
centuries after the LXX was originally translated. There is
nothing in the text proper, nor in the works written during
Second Temple Judaism that indicate Jewish readers would
have known to divide the numbers by a factor of ten.
The evidence from this general period found in the writings
of Demetrius (220 BC), Jubilees (160 BC),97 Eupolemus (160
BC), LAB (1st century AD), Josephus (ca. AD 90), and the
author of DSS 4Q252 (ca. 50 BC)98 indicates that Jewish
exegetes and historians understood the numbers as actual ages.
There was no reason for the scribe to create a convoluted
division scheme, for there is no evidence that contemporary
Jews reading the text would have had a problem with the
antediluvian lifespans or begetting ages!99 Thus, Augustine
anachronistically imposed a contemporary, 5th century AD
specious Christian attempt at apologetics seven centuries
backward onto the mind of a 3rd century BC professional
Jewish scribe.
2. If this renegade scribe was willing to make these
extensive falsifications to the sacred text and risk God’s wrath
(Dt. 4:2), why not just reduce the numbers to more
“believable” figures and remove any ambiguity? In other
words, instead of using a veiled division scheme that Jewish
readers would not have even been aware of, just reduce the
actual numbers in the text by a factor of 10 and be done with
it. Such changes to the sacred text would have been just as
egregious as these alleged, veiled changes. The scribe was
running the risk of being exposed anyway. If the believability
of the lifespans and begetting ages was of such great
apologetic importance to the scribe, why not make things
crystal clear instead?
3. Augustine’s view requires that the Jewish leaders in
Alexandria, who surely would have hired a professional scribe
(s) to make the very first copy of the original LXX, never
bothered to check his work to be sure he had accurately copied
the text (cf. Dt. 17:18). Apparently, no one ever again looked
at the original LXX copy in the Library at Alexandria, either.
For if just one person had, the renegade scribe’s systematic
alterations would have been exposed and then corrected in
newer LXX copies. The Alexandrian leaders would not have
let the fraud stand.
4. On Augustine’s view, the Jewish leaders also never
bothered to make another copy of the original text, allowing
the falsely inflated antediluvian chronology to be disseminated
into Jewish communities in Egypt, Israel, and beyond. Given
the great importance of the LXX translation and its subsequent
and widespread use throughout the Mediterranean Diaspora, it
strains credulity beyond limits to believe that only one direct
copy from the original LXX was ever made. Just one
additional copy with the shorter chronology made by a more
faithful scribe would have exposed the first scribe’s inflation
scheme to the light of day. The LXX manuscript tradition
would then have revealed mixed evidence with both the higher
and lower begetting ages appearing in different manuscripts of
Genesis 5. Instead, only the higher numbers appear in the LXX
manuscripts. Augustine himself admits that the Methuselah
variant demonstrates that multiple copies of the original LXX
were made.100
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5. Even though this falsely inflated chronology would have
been at odds with every single known Hebrew manuscript of
Gen 5, the Jewish community embraced and used the old LXX
for about 350 years until the advent of the Church. Moreover,
the original nature and acceptance of the higher Gen 5
begetting ages is affirmed in the Jewish chronologies of
Demetrius (Egypt), Eupolemus (Jerusalem), LAB (Israel), and
Josephus (Rome). Such reception of the longer chronology
would have been impossible had the LXX’s antediluvian
chronology been off by 600 years when compared to a much
shorter version deposited in Hebrew texts. Moreover, reception
of the LXX with corrupted and inflated numbers in Genesis 5
would only have been possible with an authoritative
endorsement from the Alexandrian leadership. These
erroneous inflations would not and could not have been
authorized by the Jewish authorities in Alexandria, since, on
Augustine’s view, the original LXX and its Hebrew Vorlage
contained the lower Gen 5 begetting ages, and the scribe was
acting on his own accord.
6. The scribe’s division scheme that dubiously explains the
LXX’s numbers in Genesis 5 must also apply to Shem (Gn.
11:10–12). Surely his lifespan of 600 years would have been
just as “implausible” as the antediluvian lifespans. If the
numbers were of such paramount apologetic concern to the
scribe, then Shem’s begetting age should have been inflated to
200, resulting in a begetting age of 20 (200/10), remaining
years of 40 (400/10), and a (calculated) lifespan of 60
(600/10).101 At present, Shem’s 100 yields the absurd begetting
age of 10 in the scribe’s division scheme, undermining an
indispensable element of his apologetic objective.
7. The same logic can be applied to the patriarchs from
Arpachshad through Nahor (Gen. 11:12–25). None of the
lifespans for these men would have been “believable” to the
scribe’s intended audience, with Methuselah being the oldest
pre-Abrahamic patriarch, dying just short of the “real” age of
97 (969/10). Moreover, the LXX Gen 11 begetting ages range
from 135 to 79. None of these would have been believable,
either. Even worse, when they are divided by 10, they yield
siring ages between 13.5 and 7.9. According to Augustine’s
own theory, the lower limit for procreation was 16 years of
age.102 The LXX begetting ages should all be at least 30 years
higher so that they could subsequently be divided by ten to
yield plausible begetting ages. Nahor’s begetting age should
have been inflated by 80 years or more. 103 These problems are
compounded even further by Augustine’s own acceptance of
LXX Gen 11 (see § II.4.10).
8. Even the lifespan of Abraham (175) would be deemed
unacceptable. Why was it not also altered in the LXX of Genesis
25:8? Moreover, why would the reader not be expected to divide
Abraham’s begetting age of 86 when Ishmael was born (Gn
16:16), or Abraham’s age of 100 at the birth of Isaac (Gn 21:5)?
Abraham fathered Isaac three years later than Methuselah’s
“real” lifespan of 97 years? And why does the division scheme
also not apply to the lifespans of Isaac (180) and Jacob (147)?104
These questions further expose the illogic of Augustine’s theory.
9. Augustine’s theory is also refuted by:
a. The longer antediluvian chronology in LAB, derived from
a Hebrew text of Genesis five.
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b. The longer primeval chronology of Josephus, which was
based on a Hebrew text of Genesis (ICC, pp. 125–27).
c. The longer primeval chronology presented by the Jewish
historian and Jerusalem official Eupolemus, who used both the
LXX and Hebrew texts in his work (ICC, p. 123).
10. Augustine refutes his own theory by advocating the
LXX’s timeline in Genesis 11: “Thus the years from the flood
to Abraham come to a total of 1072…” (DCD XVI.10).105
Augustine also accepts the authenticity of Kainan (DCD
XVI.10), so his embrace of the LXX’s numbers in Gen 11 as
representing the original, inspired text is irrefutable. This
necessarily means that the Alexandrian translators possessed a
Hebrew text of Genesis 11 with the higher begetting ages.
Even more significantly, it inevitably follows that the postFlood timeline has been deliberately deflated by 650 years in
all surviving Hebrew manuscripts of Genesis 11 (sans the
Samaritan Pentateuch).
But according to Augustine’s own theory, the Jewish nation
was “scattered far and wide,” making it impossible for the
Hebrew manuscripts to be universally deflated in this manner.
Indeed, he says “it would be absurd for any sensible person to
believe… that the Jews, no matter how great their malice or
perversity, could have accomplished such a thing in so many
texts scattered over such a wide area…” (DCD XV.13).106 By
accepting the LXX and its corresponding Hebrew Vorlage as
original for the post-Flood epoch, Augustine must posit that
the lower Gen 11 begetting ages were universally deflated in
all known Hebrew manuscripts. Otherwise, how can their
exact matching nature be explained? If it was not possible for
the Gen 5 figures in Hebrew texts to have been universally
reduced by the Jewish authorities, then Augustine cannot
logically accept the LXX Gen 11 readings as authentic, for this
would require the exact same kind of ubiquitous reductions in
all Hebrew manuscripts of Gen 11 containing the lower
begetting ages.
Perhaps aware of this contradiction, Augustine vaguely
offers no explanation for the origin of the deliberately
deflated Hebrew chronology of Genesis 11: “…the total is
far less in the Hebrew texts, and for this difference there is
either no explanation at all or one that is virtually
impenetrable” (DCD XVI.10). Presumably, the “virtually
impenetrable” (or “not very credible”)107 argument
Augustine refers to is the charge that the Jewish authorities
had universally changed the Hebrew text. But again, if the
LXX is correct in Gen 11, how did the shorter Hebrew
chronology get deflated universally? Was someone else in
control of the Hebrew textual tradition other than the Jewish
rabbis? Surely not. Was the systematic reduction a
phenomenon of pure accident? By Augustine’s own
admission, surely not (DCD XV.13). Who else could have
deflated the post-Flood chronology in all known Hebrew
manuscripts, and, who could have disseminated the new
manuscripts with the new, shortened chronology into their
religious community, universally? The fatal result is that
Augustine destroys his own theory.
Augustine and anyone attempting to adopt his theory cannot
have it both ways. And if one tries to accept his theory for Gen
5 but moves away from Augustine’s acceptance of LXX Gen
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11 by embracing the MT’s post-Flood timeline, one is left
without a coherent explanation for the alleged inflations in
LXX Gen 11. The death knell to such a maneuver is the
Hebrew text of the Samaritan Pentateuch of Genesis 11, where
the begetting ages match the LXX (sans Kainan).
Like most Christians throughout history, I have the greatest
admiration for Augustine’s monumental contributions to the
Church historic and to western civilization. His intellectual and
spiritual heritage is enormous. But on this particular issue,
Augustine’s arguments cannot withstand the weight of
scrutiny. The manuscript evidence, common sense, Jewish
scribal practice, external witnesses, LXX Gen 11 and
Augustine’s acceptance of it, Gen 11 SP, Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob’s lifespans, and the importance and 350–year use of the
old LXX translation all converge to negate Augustine’s theory.

A conspiracy is therefore required to explain the large-scale
changes to Gen 5 and 11. The anti-conspiracy stance taken by
C&C is both arbitrary and fallacious.

III. Conclusions

One of my colleagues had suggested that I interact solely
with the academic arguments and the evidence. After some
reflection, I soon realized that the problems I have critiqued
above are so inextricably interwoven into C&C’s article that it
is impossible to avoid having to deal with them directly. The
only way to avoid these features was to not respond at all,
which is a course of action I did consider for a brief time. I
must admit to the reader that I had some difficulty writing this
article, but I ultimately believed it was necessary to respond to
the misrepresentations, dismissiveness, fallacies and ad
5. The Anti-Conspiracy Stance
hominems that pervade C&C’s article. I do hope they will
abandon this kind of approach in the future. Most of all, I
At the end of their article, C&C reject any theory of textual respectfully request that Lita and Rob discontinue their
reconstruction that involves “conspiracy theorizing.” Such an repeated denigration of my motives.
arbitrary position immediately limits the large scale changes to
Moreover, C&C have presented little to no additional
only an individual, renegade scribe who systematically revised argumentation/evidence to advance their position that the MT
the chronology in the textual witness he was handling. preserves the original numbers in Genesis 5 and 11. I’ll
Moreover, all by himself and without the aid of others, he was summarize here the manifold problems that remain for pro–
able to bypass his particular religious community’s authority MT advocates, problems that still remain unaddressed. Those
structure and introduce the systematic changes without being who favor the MT’s primeval chronology have not yet
detected. The preceding critical assessment of Augustine’s adequately accounted for:
argument provides one template for how a renegade scribe
• The fact that the unreliability and artificiality of Jubilees
theory cannot explain the numerical divergences in Genesis 5
discredits all of the SP’s and six of the MT’s begetting ages
and 11, nor can it explain how those systematic changes were
and remaining years in Genesis 5. Jubilees is the only
inculcated into any particular religious community.
external witness to any element of the shorter primeval
Large scale and systematic revisions such as those found in
chronology before ca. AD 120–160, and the inauthenticity
Gen 5 and 11, and the dissemination of those changes into any
of its numbers is a devastating witness against the shorter
community, requires agreement amongst multiple individuals
chronology (see: MT, SP or LXX?).
(perhaps led by a religious/community leader endowed with
• The fact that the MT’s complete primeval timeline lacks
great authority and charisma, such as Rabbi Akiba).
any external witness before ca. AD 120–160. This is the
Otherwise, such changes would be quickly exposed and
period when the complete, shorter primeval timeline first
rejected as fraudulent. Systematic changes also require viable
officially appeared on the scene, although I would argue that
and significant motivation(s), for they all fundamentally
its ideological genesis is rooted in earlier messianic and
believed they were handling sacred texts.
chronological speculations from Second Temple Judaism,
No matter what textual tradition one tries to defend as
and with certain artificial chronological elements originating
original, in no instance could such systematic revisions in the
in the Book of Jubilees. All of the following witnesses were
opposing textual traditions be implemented without multiple
entirely influenced by Pharisaic/rabbinic Judaism and/or
persons agreeing to them. So, a defense of the MT requires
closely follow the rabbinic controlled MT: Seder Olam (AD
viable, testable and independent explanations for systematic
140–160), the Jewish recensions of the LXX (AD 140–200),
inflations in the both the LXX (by the Alexandrian Jewish
the Syriac Peshitta (mid to late 2nd century AD),109 and
translators) and SP Gen 11 (by the Samaritan priesthood).
perhaps Targum Onkelos (2 nd century AD, with final
These inflations could not have been the work of a single,
redactions in the late 3rd century AD).110 All of this evidence
renegade scribe, but must have inevitably involved authority
is consistent with my argument that the rabbis deflated Gen
figures who controlled the manuscripts. A defense of the MT
5 and 11 in their Hebrew texts shortly after the destruction
also requires an explanation of how the leaders in Alexandria
of the Temple in AD 70.
would have been able to maintain subsequent control over the
• The fact that the Genesis Hebrew text used for Josephus,
falsely inflated numbers in LXX manuscripts once the first
LAB, and the LXX of Genesis 5/11 all contained the higher
copies left the Alexandrian library. This is in stark contrast
begetting ages in ca. 90 AD and earlier.
with the highly controlled state of affairs in rabbinic Judaism
• Five independent witnesses confirm the higher begetting
and/or the limited scope of the Samaritan community and
ages in Genesis 11: the LXX’s Hebrew Vorlage (280 BC),
priesthood. Conversely, a defense of the SP or LXX requires
the Samaritan Pentateuch (Hebrew, 2nd century BC, perhaps
108
similar explanations.
even earlier), Demetrius (Greek, 220 BC), Eupolemus
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(Greek/Hebrew, 160 BC), and Josephus’ text of Genesis
(Hebrew, AD 90).
• When combined with the five pre–100 AD witnesses to
the higher begetting ages, the matching remaining years in
Genesis 11 from the MT/LXX confirm the originality of the
longer post-Flood chronology (§ II.2.4e; ICC, pp. 127–28,
130–31; “MT, SP or LXX?,” p. 26).
• MT advocates have provided no valid motive compatible
with the complex matrix of evidence that can adequately
explain why and how the LXX could have been deliberately
inflated. Augustine’s theory fails, and Jerome and Bede
provide no viable solutions either. Other LXX inflation
hypotheses are also insufficient (ICC pp. 120–21).
• Abraham’s lifespan of 175 years and the description of
his age at death given by Moses in Gen 25:8 cannot be
internally reconciled with the MT’s post-Flood chronology,
“for it yields genuine and irreconcilable errors within the
sacred text” (ICC p. 123). Genesis 25:8 is only compatible
with the SP/LXX. While Genesis 5 is more complicated and
somewhat thorny (see: “MT, SP or LXX?”), the problems
for the MT are insurmountable in Genesis 11.
I would like to add that I am grateful that C&C pointed out
my error on Ephraem of Syria. Although I was already aware
of it, this was obviously an appropriate critique. Let me
apologize again to both C&C and the reader for my mistakes
regarding Ephraem. In no way did I intend to deliberately
mislead anyone. In God’s providence, my Ephraem error led
me to discover Jacob of Edessa’s witness to Hebrew
manuscripts that contained the longer chronology.
Lastly, I also appreciate the opportunity to further expand
upon my present research and clarify important details. The
article also prodded me to go back and look more carefully at
Augustine’s work, something I’ve wanted to do for quite some
time. His arguments in City of God have only served to add
further credence to my contention that the Septuagint
preserves most of the original chronology deposited in Genesis
5 and 11. Until an alternative theory and textual reconstruction
is presented with weighty and persuasive arguments, the
preponderance of evidence points to the originality of the
longer primeval chronology, especially in Genesis 11. Let the
reader decide for himself which argument is more compelling.
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